Human observers can easily detect a signal dot moving, in apparent motion, on a trajectory embedded in a background of random-direction motion noise. A high detection rate is possible even though the spatial and temporal characteristics (step size and frame rate) of the signal are identical to the noise, making the signal indistinguishable from the noise on the basis of a single pair of frames. The success rate for detecting the signal dot was as high as 90% when the probability of mismatch from frame-to-frame, based on nearest-neighbor matching, was 0.3. Control experiments showed that trajectory detection is not based on detecting a "string" of coilinear dots, i.e. a stationary position cue. Nor is a trajectory detected because it produces stronger signals in single independent motion detectors. For one thing, trajectory detection improves with increases in duration, up to 250-400 msec, a duration longer than the integration typically associated with a single motion detector. For another, the signal dot need not travel in a straight line to be detectable. The signal dot was as reliably detected when it changed its direction a small amount (about 30 deg or less) each frame. Consistent with this, circular paths of sufficiently low curvature were as detectable as straight trajectories. Our data suggest that trajectory motion is highly detectable in motion noise because the component local motion signals are enhanced when motion detectors with similar directional tuning are stimulated in a sequence along their preferred direction.
INTRODUCTION
Many studies have shown that performance for motion tasks improves as the apparent motion sequence is extended beyond two frames (e.g. Nakayama & Silverman, 1984; McKee & Welch, 1985; Georgeson & Shackleton, 1989; Snowden & Braddick, 1989) . When given a choice, the human visual system also prefers to see an object move in a consistent direction rather than abruptly change its direction--an effect called "motion inertia" by Ramachandran and Anstis (1983) (also see Anstis & Ramachandran, 1987) . These results have led many to hypothesize qualitative models of motion detector networks that respond to an extended motion sequence (e.g. van Doorn& Koenderink, 1984; Lelkens & Koenderink, 1984; Nakayama, 1985; Snowden & Braddick, 1989; Kramer & Todd, 1990; Fredericksen, Verstraten & van de Grind, 1993) . There is also at least one computational model that explicitly predicts a detection advantage for motions in consistent directions over time (Grzywacz, Smith & Yuille, 1989) .
Given that objects in the real world change their direction of motion slowly, a preference for consistent motion could be one heuristic that the human visual system uses to analyze our dynamic visual environment. Evidence that directionally-consistent motion is processed differently than other motions comes from Ross (personal communication). He observed that one dot moving in a constant direction, or on a fixed trajectory, could be easily detected when it was embedded within a background of dots that were randomly plotted each frame. Casco and Morgan (1987) found similar results when the trajectory target was composed of a small group of dots. One could argue that these results do not imply any special status for trajectory (constantdirection) motion because the movements of the trajectory targets were very different from those of the noise dots. Namely, the trajectory dots moved with constant spatial displacements to create movement at a constant speed and direction while the noise dots were flickering. Hence, it would be possible to detect the signal dot from only two frames. In the experiments reported here, we test whether a single dot moving on a trajectory can be detected when it is presented amidst noise dots whose movements are indistinguishable from the trajectory dot's on a frame-to-frame basis. The only distinguishing characteristic of the trajectory dot is that it moves in the same direction over time while the noise dots change their direction of movement randomly each frame. that the signal dot will take through the randomly-moving noise dots.
METHODS

Stimuli
Stimuli were dynamic random-dot cinematograms in which each dot moved with a constant step size. Stimuli contained a variable number of "noise" dots that took independent two-dimensional random walks. Every frame, each noise dot's displacement was chosen randomly from a predefined distribution of directions and was independent of both its previous displacements and *In pilot studies we observed that if the trajectory moved only left or right (a common practise in motion experiments) and passed through the fixation point, it was almost impossible to mask its presence with random-direction motion noise--performance was essentially perfect under all conditions of noise. We therefore had the target move in one of eight directions and displaced it away from the fixation point a small random amount. tSince the number of dots that could be plotted within any one frame was limited to 256, the smaller stimulus size was used for some conditions because it allowed for a greater range of noise densities. However, the larger stimulus size had to be used so that at long durations the target dot remained in the visible area for the entire presentation.
the displacements of other dots. A "signal" dot, moving on a fixed trajectory, was presented amidst this randomdirection motion noise. The signal dot moved in one of eight directions, including the cardinal directions (0, 90, 180 and 270 deg) and four oblique directions (45, 135, 225 and 315 deg) , chosen randomly each trial. In addition, the signal trajectory was randomly positioned so that it rarely passed directly over the fixation point; the trajectory was randomly centered within a 2 × 2 deg square area surrounding the central fixation point.* Finally, all dots, noise and signal, took the same constant spatial displacement (step size) each frame. The only characteristic that could be used to separate the signal from the noise was the signal's consistent direction of movement over time. Figure 1 shows a scale schematic representation of the stimuli. Stimuli were displayed, under computer control via A/D converters, on an x-y cathode ray tube display (CRT) equipped with a P4 phosphor. Observers viewed the CRT through either a 5 or 10 deg diameter circular aperture, from a distance of 57 cm and fixated a spot located at the centre of the screen, t The height of the CRT was set so that the center of the aperture was approximately at eye level. Stimuli were presented at a frame rate of 50 Hz, unless otherwise noted, and each stimulus dot subtended 0.07 deg. All experiments took place with the overhead room lights on creating a background luminance of 43 cd/m 2. Dot luminance was 61 cd/m 2. This value was obtained by plotting a matrix of non-overlapping dots (center-to-center spacing was 0.08 deg) at the same frame rate as used in the experiments. The luminance of this matrix was then measured with a Minolta luminance meter. Because of the decay rate of the phosphor and the high background luminance, the luminance of each dot had decreased to the background luminance within 10msec. Push buttons connected to the computer initiated each trial and signalled observer responses.
1988; Newsome, Britten & Novshon, 1989) . Therefore, in this first experiment we measured detection of the trajectory dot for several densities of noise dots. The two observers' data are presented in Fig. 2 . Percent correct detection of a trajectory signal is plotted as a function of the density of noise dots.
The two observers' data are in good agreement. Detection of the trajectory is very high over the entire range of dot densities tested although performance does decrease slightly as density increases. But even at the highest density, where there were approx. 200 noise dots visible each frame, detection is at 90%. These data show that the signal dot's displacement in a constant direction is easily detected among random-direction noise dots taking spatial and temporal displacements that are identical, from frame-to-frame, to the signal dot.
Procedure
Observers judged the presence of the signal (trajectory dot) within a two-alternative forced-choice paradigm. Observers were shown two stimulus intervals of which only one, randomly selected each trial, contained the signal. The observer judged in which interval the signal was presented. Feedback was provided. Each experimental run consisted of 80 trials, l0 for each of the 8 signal directions, preceded by 15 practise trials. Percent correct detection was evaluated for each experimental run. At least three runs were completed for each condition.
Reported performance values were evaluated by taking the average of values from separate runs. Error bars on all graphs are + 1 SE reflecting the between-run variability for each condition and subject. Two of the authors (SW and SM), both experienced psychophysical observers, provided data for all experiments. Both observers had corrected to normal vision.
EXPERIMENTS
The effect Of noise density'
A common parameter for experiments investigating detection of motion using random-dot displays, has been element density (Braddick, 1974; Lappin & Bell, 1976; Baker & Braddick, 1982; Sato, 1990) . Most studies using dense random-dot cinematograms to measure the maximum displacement limit in two-frame motion (dmax) have found that performance is unchanged over a large range of densities. In sparse random-dot displays similar to the ones used in the present studies, Downing and Movshon (1989) and Watamaniuk (1993) found that density also had little effect on perceiving coherent motion or discriminating the direction ofglobalflow. However, Casco, Morgan and Ward (1989) found that dma x for a single dot embedded in dynamic visual noise decreased as the density of the noise increased. They concluded that at higher noise densities, the target was more difficult to detect and therefore dm,x increased. For a similar reason, physiologists have used the number of noise dots as a direct measure of the amount of noise for detecting coherent motion in random noise (Newsome & Par& VR t5:1 D
The effect of duration and step size
A second parameter often manipulated in motion tasks is the number of apparent motion frames presented, usually referred to as stimulus duration. For example, Nakayama and Silverman (1984) and Snowden and Braddick (1989) showed that when an apparent motion sequence is extended beyond two frames, dm,x values increase; McKee and Welch (1985) showed that speed discrimination improved as the number of frames was increased; and Watamaniuk, Sekuler and Williams (1989) and Watamaniuk and Sekuler (1992) showed that direction discrimination of global flow improved as the duration of the stimuli increased. To determine whether detection of trajectory motion in random-direction noise also improved with duration, we measured performance for several stimulus durations. For better generalization, performance was measured for three different step sizes, 0.20, 0.24, and 0.30 deg. The stimulus dot density was 2.0dots/deg 2 for the two smaller step sizes and 1.7 dot/deg 2 for the largest step size. Data for the two observers, in percent correct, appear as a function of duration in Fig. 3 rise in performance, from 100msec up to about 300-500 msec, with a leveling-off at longer durations. These data suggest that we may have to reinterpret the data from Expt 1 because the curves do not reach asymptote at the same percentage correct.
Step size as well as density controls the trajectory's detectability. In addition, it is possible that the small effect of density in the previous experiment was due to the long stimulus duration. For example, higher densities of noise dots may make the trajectory more difficult to detect but given enough time, probability summation would predict that an observer may detect at a reasonable level. The duration, 500 msec (25 frames), used in Expt 1 may have been long enough to bring detection performance at all densities to near asymptote. This logic would suggest that the effect of density should be more pronounced at shorter durations. Given that density and step size jointly control trajectory detection, we sought to quantify the interaction of these critical parameters at shorter stimulus durations.
The interaction of no&e density and step s&e
In this experiment, trajectory detection was measured for five different step sizes with several different densities of noise dots. To ensure that we obtained the strongest effect of density, stimuli for this experiment were presented for a duration of 260 msec (13 frames). Because of hardware limitations in the maximum number of dots per frame, these stimuli were shown through an aperture 5 deg in diameter so that higher densities could be obtained.* Recall that the noise dots always moved with the same step size as the trajectory dot.
Data for the two observers are presented as a function of dot density in Fig. 4(A) . There are two points to note about these data. First, performance for each step size decreases with increases in noise density. Second, the slope of the data steepens with step size so that detection *With a step size of 0.56 deg, the signal would have exceeded the limits of the 5 deg display within the 260 msec stimulus duration. These stimuli were therefore presented through the 10deg diameter aperture.
declines at a faster rate for large step sizes than for smaller step sizes. These data confirm our expectations from the previous experiment: density is not the only critical parameter limiting performance in this experiment. In fact, the data clearly show an interaction between density and step size. This interaction between density and step size is quite understandable if the errors in detection are due to confusions in correspondence--the well known "correspondence problem" (Ullman, 1979; Marr, 1982) . Assuming that correspondence matches may be based on "nearest neighbors", Williams and Sekuler (1984) showed that the probability of making erroneous correspondences or "mismatches" in dynamic random-dot stimuli depends upon the step size and density, or spacing between dots. The probability of a mismatch based on nearest-neighbor matches is given by, probability of mismatch = 1 -e ~"~':J, Notice that data from all step sizes now collapse to a single function that is linear with respect to the probability of mismatch.
the signal dot itself in frame n + 1. Hence, this is the mean number of dots causing a mismatch. If this number is sufficienlty small, then the probability that no noise dots cause a mismatch follows a Poisson distribution and thus is e -(n'ss2'd). Figure 4 (B) shows the data from Fig. 4 (A) replotted as a function of the nearest-neighbor probability of mismatch. Data for each observer fall convincingly on a single curve. Thus, the probability of mismatch seems to be the essential variable on which detection of the trajectory depends. What kind of mechanism is responsible for trajectory detection?
If one considers the trajectory signal, there are at least two possible cues for detection. First, there is a nonmotion cue. Because of the signal dot's constant displacement direction, observers may be detecting the collinear alignment of the sequentially-presented signal dot positions. That is, observers may be detecting something like a "string of pearls" laid out on a chaotic background of dynamic noise. This is a spatial position cue. This idea is supported by Falzett and Lappin (1983) who measured detection of a five-frame apparent motion trajectory and also a stationary set of five collinear dots embedded in flickering noise dots that were randomly positioned each frame. The spatial and temporal distance between the targets' components dots were systematically varied. Falzett and Lappin found that separation in space and time had independent but additive effects on the detection of both the moving and stationary targets presented in dynamic random noise. Moreover, detection for both moving and stationary targets showed the same quantitative dependence on total separation in spac~time. Falzett and Lappin's results for stationary form detection are consistent with those of Uttal, Brunnell and Corwin (1970) who showed that correct identification of the orientation of a stationary line of dots presented in dynamic random noise depended upon the spacing of the dots making up the stationary pattern. Uttal et al. measured identification performance for several densities of noise dots and found that performance depended upon the density of noise as well. This was also recognized by Falzett and Lappin who suggested that detection seemed to be determined by the "relative density" of the target and noise and not solely on the absolute spatial and temporal separations among target dots.
The second cue for detection is one based upon motion. Because the signal dot moves in the same direction every frame, the signal dot may produce a stronger or larger response in local, direction-selective cells than that produced by the random-direction movement of the noise. Detection may be based on a comparison of the alternative motion signals to determine which has the largest directional response. This is the motion cue. We will test the "position-cue" hypothesis first.
Is trajectory detection based on a position cue (collinearity)?
If detection of the trajectory is dependent upon detecting a set of dots in collinear alignment, detection should be relatively unaffected if the plotting sequence of the target were changed as long as the spatial alignment of the dots is preserved. Alternatively, if detection is dependent upon detecting a motion signal then one would predict that detection would be dramatically reduced if the trajectory's sequence were disturbed. In this experiment, the collinear alignment of sequential signal dot positions was maintained while the "motion" of the trajectory was disturbed by plotting the trajectory's component dot positions in random order. Figure 5 (A) shows a schematic of one such out-of-order sequence.
The background noise dots moved as described in the Methods. The step size of the noise dots and the distance between spatially adjacent dots in the target pattern were both 0.24deg. Data were collected for two different densities of noise dots, 1.0 and 2.0 dots/deg 2. Stimuli were presented for a duration of 260 msec (13 frames) SW and were viewed through a 5 deg diameter circular mask. Data for the two observers are presented in Fig. 5 (B). For comparison, performance for detecting a trajectory plotted in correct sequence, that is moving in a consistent 150° direction over time with a constant step size, for the same / experimental parameters are also plotted.
Notice that for both observers, detection of the consistent-motion trajectory is far superior to detection of 180° the out-of-order trajectory. In fact, at a density of 2.0 dots/deg ~, detection of the collinear set of target dots (out-of-order trajectory) is nearing chance while that for 210 ° the consistent-direction trajectory is about 80%. These data suggest that a trajectory presented in random-direction noise moving at the same speed (same step size) is detectable because the trajectory generates a "motion" signal that can be distinguished from the motion noise.
We made a second test to determine if detection of the trajectory was due to a spatial position/pattern cue or a motion cue. In this experiment, the distribution of SM directions from which the noise dots chose their motions from frame-to-frame had a range of 180 deg rather than 150o the 360 deg range used in the previous experiments. By narrowing the range of directions in the noise distri-/ bution, a larger proportion of dots move in each of the distribution's directions. This should produce larger 180 o responses in motion-detecting cells tuned to directions within the distribution and thus increase the amount of motion noise in those directions. If a trajectory is detected because it produces a particular spatial pattern 210 o of dots, detection should be independent of the noise direction distribution, unless the noise dots produce spatial patterns indistinguishable from the trajectory--an unlikely event in our stimuli.
Within each 80-trial experimental run, 10 trials tested detection for trajectories moving in each of the eight target directions. Ten runs were completed by each observer resulting in 100 trials per trajectory direction. The mean direction of the noise distribution was always 0 deg (rightward). Figure 6 shows data for each target direction for the two observers--percent correct detection is plotted on the radius from 50% (center) to 100%. Notice that when the direction of the trajectory was opposite (180 deg) to the mean of the noise distribution, performance was essentially perfect--the trajectory dot was not masked by the motions of the noise dots. In contrast, when the trajectory moved in the direction of the mean of the noise distribution (0 deg), detection was severely handicapped--the trajectory was effectively masked by the noise. In fact, all trajectory directions within the noise distribution were generally less detectable than those outside the noise distribution. This result demonstrates that there is direction-selective masking of the trajectory--only directions of motion similar to the trajectory's act as effective masks for the trajectory. Based on the results of these two experiments, we conclude that the trajectory is a motion signal. Detection of the trajectory must therefore be dependent upon its motion signal being larger than that produced by the motion of the noise dots. What mechanism could be responsible for increasing the motion signal of the trajectory above that produced by the noise?
Is trajectory detection based on independent motionenergy detectors?
One possibility is that a single motion-energy detector is responsible for the high detectability of trajectory motion. In a trajectory, a dot takes successive hops in the same direction. An extended sequence of hops in the same direction with the same step size could produce stronger motion signals in individual motion-energy detectors than when dots randomly change their direction of motion each frame. Thus the trajectory could be detected when the signal in one motion detector reaches some critical value; we refer to this as the "motionenergy hypothesis".
Consistent with this notion, our trajectory signal is more easily detected at small signal-to-noise ratios (No. signal dots/No, noise dots) than is found in coherent motion studies (e.g. Newsome et al., 1989) . For example, under certain conditions, our observers can reliably detect a trajectory embedded in random-direction motion noise when the signal-to-noise ratio is as low as 0.4%. Compare this to the 6-10% correlated motion signal necessary for reliable detection of coherent flow in the Newsome studies. In their stimuli, Newsome et al. made the probability that any dot would take two or more hops in the "target direction" essentially zero.* These conflicting signal-to-noise ratios suggest that large signals in independent motion detectors may explain the trajectory's high detectability.
The data in Fig. 4 (B) can be used to extract information about the motion units that could be responsible for the trajectory's detection. The dot step size specifies the smallest unit that can respond to the motion. Thus the receptive field of the units detecting the signal's component or frame-to-frame motions scale with the signal's step size--signal dots taking larger steps are detected by units with larger receptive fields (e.g. Bischof & Di Lollo, 1991) . However, we cannot determine whether the receptive field size of the detecting units are equal to the step size or some multiple of that step size. The density of noise determines the largest unit that would have a signal-to-noise ratio large enough to distinguish the presence of the signal. For example, a unit with a receptive field as large as the stimulus would be unable to distinguish between displays that contained the trajectory from those that did not. These two constraints, step size and noise density, undoubtedly control the monotonic relationship between detection and probability of mismatch. In fact, the probability of a mismatch is intuitively similar to a signal-to-noise ratio. For example, consider detection for trajectories with two different step sizes but with a constant probability of mismatch. Since the size of the step will dictate the size of the smallest motion detector able to respond to each signal, the larger step size will require a larger detector. However, for the probability of mismatch to remain constant, the noise density must decrease as the step size increases. This effectively reduces the noise and keeps the signal-to-noise ratio constant.
If our data could be explained by the motion-energy hypothesis, what would be the properties of the motion-*We measured detection performance for a similar correlated-motion stimulus under the same experimental conditions as the previous experiments. Our results replicated Newsome et al.'s--about 10% signal was necessary to reach 80% correct detection.
energy units responsible for trajectory detection'? The next two experiments will determine the integration time and the directional tuning of the putative single motionenergy unit that could account for our data.
The integration time of the putative motion-energy unit
A strong signal in an independent motion-energy detector requires a stimulus that is just big enough to span the receptive field of that detector over its integration time--a trajectory extending beyond the detector's receptive field or longer than its integration time does not change the detector's response. One should then be able to obtain similar detection performance based on a set of such detectors stimulated by randomly placed small trajectories, which last the integration time of the detector and appear one after another in time, as that for an extended intact trajectory. We created such a stimulus by taking an intact trajectory and breaking it into small segments and displacing sequential segments 2 deg orthogonal to the direction of the motion. The resulting "broken trajectory" stimulus is shown in Fig.  7(A) .
Two broken-trajectory conditions were run, one had segments 4 frames in length and the other had segments 5 frames in length. We chose these two segment lengths because the duration of these small local trajectories were nearly optimal for stimulating individual motionenergy units (Adelson & Bergen, 1985) . We used a step size of 0.24 deg and a frame rate of 50 Hz, making the length of each 4-frame trajectory 0.72 deg and 80 msec in duration and each 5-frame trajectory 0.96deg and 100msec in duration. Besides being nearly optimal temporally, this stimulus has several other desirable qualities. First, the small 4-and 5-frame trajectories progress spatially across the screen like the intact trajectory so that the signal does not produce much motion energy in the opposite direction. Secondly, the last dot of one small trajectory is plotted in the same frame as the first dot of the subsequent small trajectory so that every frame contains the target motion signal. Finally, the intact trajectory may enjoy an advantage because the target dot's location at one moment in time predicts the location of subsequent motions. This advantage is maintained in the broken-trajectory because alternate small trajectories are perfectly aligned [see Fig. 7(A) ].
In this experiment, detection of the broken trajectory was measured for several different stimulus durations. Consistent with the previous experiments, the broken trajectory could go in any one of eight directions and was randomly displaced up to _+ 1 deg along both the xand y-axes to add uncertainty to its location. Since the broken trajectory was composed of two sets of small trajectories separated by 2 deg, if the broken trajectory was displaced by exactly 1 deg, half of the signal, one set of small segments, would be 2 deg from fixation (the other half would fall directly over the fixation point). Therefore, the intact trajectory detection performance used as a comparison was measured for trajectories randomly displaced _+2 deg along the x-and y-axes. Notice that this gives the broken trajectory an advantage A Trajectory broken every 4 frames
6o. over the intact trajectory because on average the broken trajectory will have half of its signal closer to the fixation than the intact trajectory. Data for the two observers appears in Fig. 7 (B) plotted as a function of duration. Detection of the intact trajectory, displaced +2deg from fixation, looks similar to that obtained previously for the same step size: performance rises dramatically as duration increases from 80 to about 300msec. But detection of the broken trajectory is different: performance improves only slightly over the entire range of durations tested. However, in Fig. 7 we have biased the representation of the data to favor the intact trajectory. As shown in Fig. 8 , for any given duration, the intact trajectory can stimulate many more motion-energy detectors than the broken trajectory. For example, assume that motion detectors span 5 frames. In a 10-frame presentation, a broken-trajectory stimulus can maximally stimulate two motion detectors while an intact-trajectory stimulus can maximally stimulate six motion detectors--the first 5 frames of the intact trajectory maximally stimulates one motion detector and each additional frame completes another 5-frame set that could maximally stimulate another motion detector. If we are looking for the minimum size of an independent motion-energy unit that could account for our trajectory detection then we must equate the intact-and broken-trajectory stimuli based on the number of putative motion-energy units stimulated, e.g. taking into account probability summation. In Fig.  9 we have replotted the data as a function of the number of detector units stimulated, assuming a size of 4 and 5 frames. For these plots, when each broken segment was 4 frames long we plotted performance as a function of the number of 4-frame detectors stimulated by the broken and intact trajectories. When each broken segment was 5 frames long, we plotted performance as a function of the number of 5-frame detectors stimulated by the broken and intact trajectories. In these plots, we have not included the influence of partially stimulated
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Receptive Flelds
Broken-Trajectory Number of 5-Frame Segments FIGURE 9. Data from Fig. 7 (B) replotted as a function of the number of 4-or 5-frame segments in the stimulus. This is equivalent to the number of motion energy units maximally stimulated by the stimuli. Notice that in the graphs on the left, the 4-frame broken trajectory data fall consistently below that of the intact trajectory. However, in the graphs on the right, the 5-frame broken trajectory data fall on or near the intact trajectory data. The integration time of the putative motion energy unit that could describe these data spans 5 frames, I00 msec. 73 motion detectors (i.e. less than 4 frames) assuming that they would make only a small contribution to detection. Notice that for observer SW the 4-frame broken-trajectory data fall below the intact-trajectory data once the number of 4-frame segments is greater than 5. However, the 5-frame broken trajectory data and the intact trajectory data overlap completely. This suggests that the integration time of the putative independent motionenergy detector that could account for SW's data must be as long as the duration of a 5-frame segment, that is 100 msec. The pattern for observer SM, though not as clear cut, is consistent with that of observer SW. Although this experiment confounds space and time, we believe that the integration time is indeed 100 msec since this agrees with the commonly found integration time of motion-sensitive cells (e.g. Mikami, Newsome & Wurtz, 1986) .
Directional tuning of the putative motion-energy unit
We have established the temporal extent of the putative motion detector. Next we examined the directional tuning of this hypothetical detector by having the signal dot alternate its direction of motion from frameto-frame. Specifically, the signal dot alternated between _+ 0 around the original trajectory direction. A schematic representation of an alternating-direction trajectory is shown in Fig. IO(A) . The rationale behind using this *These directional tuning values correspond to the trajectory's directional bandwidth that would produce performance at the 72% level for SW and the 71.5% level for SM (peak performance was 94% for SW and 93% for SM).
kind of stimulus is as follows. If a single, independent motion detector is responsible for trajectory detection, then as the directional bandwidth (20) increases, performance will decrease. At the limit, once the trajectory's directional bandwidth exceeds that of any motion detector, performance should fall to chance. We will define the directional tuning bandwidth of the detector as the trajectory bandwidth that produces performance half way between chance and peak performance. As in previous experiments, the noise dots took twodimensional random walks, choosing from all 360 deg each frame, taking the same step size as the signal, 0.32 deg. Performance was measured for several different directional bandwidths. Each trial, the signal's direction range had one of eight possible mean directions--the same as those used for the straight trajectories. The starting position of the signal dot was determined as if it were a straight trajectory that was offset to pass within _ 1 deg of the fixation point. Data for two observers are shown in Fig. 10(B) . Detection performance is plotted as a function of the directional bandwidth of the trajectory. For both observers, detection falls as the directional bandwidth gets broader. Moreover, the decline looks fairly linear across the range of bandwidths tested. To determine the putative detector's directional bandwidth, we fit a line to each observer's data (r2=0.95 and 0.99) and found the directional bandwidth of the trajectory that produced performance half way between chance and peak performance. Using this method, we find that for SW, the full bandwidth of the directional tuning of the putative motion detector is 57 deg while that for SM is 41 deg.* These data show that the directional tuning of the putative unit detecting trajectory motion is quite broad---consistent with previous work on the tuning of motion detectors (Movshon, Adelson, Gizzi & Newsome, 1985) .
Detecting a signal dot on a circular path
This final experiment was designed as a critical test of the motion-energy hypothesis. The data of the previous two experiments suggest that to account for trajectory detection, the requisite independent motion-energy detector would need to integrate the signal for 100 msec and have a full directional tuning bandwidth of 41-57 deg. In this experiment, the trajectory dot moved in a circular path. To create the circular path, the trajectory dot changed its direction 24 deg each frame so that within the measured temporal expanse of the putative detector, 100 msec (5 frames-4 displacements), the trajectory dot would have changed its direction by 72 deg from the first hop's direction--well outside the putative detector's estimated directional tuning. Thus detection of the circular trajectory should be significantly worse than that for a straight trajectory. If performance is similar to that for a straight trajectory then the motion-energy hypothesis cannot explain detection of trajectory motion.
For this experiment, we centered the circular path on the fixation point and fixed its radius at 0.76deg. Detection was measured for a single duration of 160msec and a step size of 0.32deg. A duration of 160 msec was chosen because at that duration a signal dot on the circular path would travel half-way around the circle. Each trial, the trajectory dot moved clockwise or counter clockwise, randomly chosen, and started at a random location on the circular path. The density of noise dots was constant at 1.12 dots def. As usual, the noise dots changed their direction randomly each frame and had step sizes equal to the signal's. We compared the detection for circular paths to that for straight trajectories (eight directions) that were tangent to the circular path so that both signals appeared equally close to the fixation point (see Fig. l l) .
Data for two observers appears in the table in Fig. 11 . Detection performance for circular and straight trajectories is identical, contrary to the motion-energy hypothesis. Based on the directional tuning data, detection of a trajectory that changes direction by 72deg within 100msec, as the circular path did, should result in detection of about 65% for SW and about 55% for SM. This prediction is not borne out in the data, strongly arguing against the motion-energy hypothesis of trajectory detection.
It may seem curious that the circular and straight trajectory produced equal performance. Based on the wobbly-trajectory data shown in Fig. 10 , one would have expected a decrement in the circular detection relative to the straight trajectory. We think that the equivalent performance for the circular and straight trajectory may be partially explained by a decrement in the straight trajectory detection due to the effects of eccentricity. The conditions that we chose may have fortuitously equalized the decrement to the circular detection due to changing direction each frame and the decrement in the straight trajectory detection due to effects like those of eccentricity. Pilot data in which we measured detection of circular trajectories at different eccentricities showed that detection performance falls off with eccentricity. We are currently quantifying the eccentricity effects on trajectory detection and will present these results in a subsequent paper.
DISCUSSION
The present experiments showed that human observers can detect one dot moving on a fixed-trajectory amidst moving noise dots, even though the signal dot was indistinguishable from the noise on a frame-byframe basis. Moreover, we found that detection is not simply dependent upon the density of noise but rather jointly on noise density and step size. Detection measured with many different densities and step sizes fell on a single curve when plotted against the probability of a mismatch [see Fig. 4(B) ]. We proposed two alternative hypotheses to account for detection of a trajectory embedded in randommotion noise: (1) the "position-cue" hypothesis--trajectory motion is more detectable because it forms a distinct spatial pattern, a collinear string of dots, and (2) the "motion-energy" hypothesis--trajectory motion is more detectable because it produces larger motion signals in independent motion-energy detectors. Our results suggest that neither of these hypotheses is correct.
What process or mechanism is responsible for detection of trajectory motion? A mechanism that mediates the detection of trajectory motion through a network of interconnected motion detectors might account for our data.* Motion detectors could have local connections to adjacent, similarly-tuned motion detectors. When a motion detector is stimulated, it sends facilitatory signals in the direction of the motion, to detectors to which it is connected. If the detector receiving this facilitatory signal is also stimulated within a short time, its signal is enhanced and it sends another facilitatory signal forward, and so on. Essentially, this trajectory network is a directionally-selective temporal and spatial integrator. Thus, trajectory detection is not directly mediated at the level of individual motion detectors, but it is the combined activity of local-motion detectors in a higher order network, that accounts for detection. In a subsequent paper, we will present a quantitative model incorporating this feed-forward facilitation to account for our data. This model will be based on the temporal coherence theory put forward by Grzywacz et al. (1989) .
An effect analogous to our results with trajectory motion has been observed in static images by Field, Hayes and Hess (1993) . These investigators found that observers were able to detect jagged contours defined by *These motion detectors could be motion-energy units (e.g. Adelson & Bergen, 1985) , Reichardt correlators (e.g. van Santen & Sperling, 1985) , or velocity-tuned detectors resulting from a combination of the outputs of many motion-energy units (Heeger, 1987; Grzywacz & Yuille, 1990) .
similarly oriented (up to ___ 60 deg) Gabor patches amid an array of Gabor patches with random orientations. They attribute their results to a network that integrates information across neighboring spatial filters tuned to similar orientations. It may be that the visual system uses this "network" strategy in general to identify coherent features in noise.
In the light of the failure of the "motion-energy" hypothesis, we should reinterpret the directional tuning bandwidth data [ Fig. 10(B) ] within the context of our proposed trajectory network. Now, rather than reflecting the directional tuning of individual motion detectors, this function probably reflects the tuning of the facilitative interactions between detectors. That is, motion detectors send facilitatory signals to adjacent detectors that are selective for directions within the 41-57deg bandwidth. This is consistent with the data from the last experiment that clearly show that the mechanisms detecting the straight and circular trajectories have similar response properties and are probably one and the same. In our conceptual framework, there is no specific advantage given to "smooth" trajectories and thus responses to a wobbly trajectory (as in Fig. 10 ) and a circular trajectory would be similar if both changed their direction of motion by the same amount each frame.
How would our network of interconnected motionenergy units explain the monotonic relationship between trajectory detection and the probability of mismatch [ Fig. 4(B) ]? Although computational models of vision have often conceptualized the correspondence problem within the framework of point-to-point matching (e.g. Ullman, 1979) , the probability of mismatch calculation can be interpreted within a "motion-energy" framework. Motion detectors selective to all directions of motion at many spatial scales exist at each location in the visual field. Assume that we are looking at motion detectors with receptive field sizes slightly larger than the step size taken by the dots in our apparent motion displays. A signal dot appearing at one spatial location in frame n and then at different spatial location in frame n + 1 will Small portion of Enlarged view of one step 4-frame stimulus (2 frames) of the trajectory Noise Path /'
Morion Detector
Receptive Field FIGURE 12. Schematic representation of competing motion signals within a local area of the random dot display. On the left is a small area of the stimulus shown for four frames and on the right is an enlarged view of a two-frame piece of the trajectory. The local area indicated by the dotted ring represents the receptive field of a motion detector that has a spatial extent equal to one step of the moving dots. Within this area there exist several motion detectors with different directional tunings. Because a noise dot (white) comes close to the signal dot's (black) path, motion detectors with different directional tunings will be stimulated. The directions of motion signaled by motion detectors in this local area include the trajectory's true motion (solid arrow) as well as any coincidental motion (hatched arrow).
stimulate one of these motion detectors. Imagine that in frame n + 1, one or more noise dots appear close to the position of the signal dot in frame n. Motion detectors with different preferred directions will respond to the signal dot in frame n combined with the noise dots in frame n + 1. Thus several motion detectors, each possibly signaling a different direction of motion, will respond to a relatively local area of visual space (see Fig.  12 ). The motion detector in the trajectory network tuned to the direction of the signal dot would typically have the largest response because of the facilitation in the network. The weaker motion signals from proximal noise dots will tend to reduce the response to the signal dot because of the "smoothing" spatial interactions (Hildreth, 1984; Yuille & Grzywacz, 1988; Grzywacz et al., 1989 ) that would, for example, lead to the percept of global flow (Williams & Sekuler, 1984; Watamaniuk et al., 1989) . In this case, proximal refers to a small region whose area is proportional to the area of the receptive field of the strongest responding motion detector. If there are no active detectors with similar directional tuning to the signal's direction in this proximal area, detection of the signal should be left undisturbed. Thus, in this "motion-energy" framework, the probability of mismatch may be interpreted as the probability of there being local-motion responses, due to noise, that degrade the signal-dot's response. What would be the functional value of having a trajectory network? Our results suggest that the signalto-noise ratio of an element on a trajectory is increased making the trajectory's motion signal more resistant to the deleterious effects of noise (Grzywacz et al., 1989 ). Since we ourselves move within a dynamic world filled with moving objects, any process that can counter the effects of motion noise would be advantageous. Bowne, McKee and Glaser (1989) and Heidenreich and Dannemiller (1991) reported that flanking a two-frame horizontal motion target by two extraneous dots, illuminated in close temporal proximity to the target dots, severely affects speed discrimination of the horizontal motion. However, if the flanking extraneous dots are part of a sequence of dots creating vertical motion, speed discrimination of the two-frame horizontal target is unaffected (Heidenreich & Dannemiller, 1991) . These results suggest that trajectory networks may provide grouping information so that directional signals from different objects are not integrated together but that the same trajectory networks may integrate coincident extraneous events with motion signals and reduce the precision of the perceived motion. It appears that directionally consistent motion is a preferred percept if such an interpretation is viable. This view gains support from the results reported by Ramachandran and Anstis (1983) and Anstis and Ramachandran (1987) . They found that if a dot moved a few frames in one direction before it encountered an ambiguous motion situation, in which the dot could be perceived to continue in the same direction or one that differed by 90 deg, observers invariably perceived the dot to continue on the straight trajectory. Anstis and Ramachandran called this preference to perceive motion in a consistent direction "visual inertia". We think that our putative trajectory network may account for all of these results.
